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= EEMATIC is easy to operate. People of all ages & skill levels
can improve their golf game with

TEEMATIC.

=Adjust the front base in the built in track for the type of shot,
then fill the

TEEMATIC carousel with a large bucket of balls. Set

the tee height, press the convenient foot pedal with your foot or
club, & the ball carousel sends a ball down the gutter where it’s
tee’d up, ready to be hit.
=Rotate the

TEEMATIC’s ball spout so the golf ball comes down

the middle onto the brush surface for fairway wood & iron practice. With the optional turf, practice your trouble shots by snapping out the fairway turf & inserting any of the 3 FiberBuilt® turfs

Superb Hitting Surface

available.
=Don’t ruin your golf club or injure your wrists & elbows by
hitting off of inferior mats. Protect your health & your golf clubs
by using

TEEMATIC.

T

= EEMATIC’s rugged construction of low density plastic pro-

for Left-Handed HittingMove the Tee to the Other Side

vides years of use & enjoyment both indoors & out.

Quit Investing in Clubs

Invest in your Game!

Specifications:
-Tees the ball for the right or left handed golfer; with two tee heights.
-FiberBuilt® hitting surface for irons & woods.
-Uses all types of golf balls including wiffle & oversized Magna & Spalding.
-Carousel holds a large bucket (90) of balls.
-Tees up to 20 balls per minute, faster than you can swing.
Cuts practice time by 40%!

-Unique 2-piece base assembly adjusts for all heights & weights of golfers.
Back base has attachable wheels, making it easy to transport.
-Convenient AC/DC operation for use indoors & out.
-Optional high charge battery w/charger for hitting over 1,000 golf balls
before recharging.
-Optional hitting turfs available: rough, sand trap, & alignment turf.
-Shipping Weight: front base & carousel unit-36 lbs.
back base-50 lbs. Ships UPS to your door.
-Dimensions: unit is 73” in length w/2 base units attached,
front base w/crsl-36”L x 24.25”W x 16”H, back base-36.5”L x 43.5”W x 5.5”H

®

Order on the Web: www.teematic.com
Phone Order Line: 1-888-881-A-TEE (2833)
or Order by Fax: 1-620-356-4959
e-mail: teematic@outofharmsway.com
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